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Basic character set Medium 75 pt

ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmn 
opqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789
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Styles 40 pt

Light 
Regular 
Medium 
SemiBold 
Bold

Light Italic
Regular Italic
Medium Italic
SemiBold 
Italic
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Regular 600 pt

ac
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SemiBold 420 pt

31€
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Medium 350 pt

E1abc
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Light 190 pt

SemiBold Italic 190 pt

KERNING
COUNCIL
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Bold 190 pt

Regular Italic 190 pt

Modulars
Establish
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Regular 68 pt with alternate ’a’

Greenbacks were paper 
currency printed in green 
on the back issued by the 
United States during the 
American Civil War.
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Medium Italic 34 pt

Ancient Egypt was a civilization of ancient Africa, 
concentrated along the lower reaches of the Nile 
River, situated in the place that is now the country 
Egypt. Ancient Egyptian civilization followed 
prehistoric Egypt and coalesced around 3100 BC 
according to conventional Egyptian chronology 
with the political unification of Upper and Lower 
Egypt under Menes often identified with Narmer. 
The history of ancient Egypt occurred as a series of 
stable kingdoms separated by periods.
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Light 70 pt

Maria Amalia Mercouris

Jacqueline Olivia Eskesen

Ulpiano Sergio Reyes

Ines Isabella Sampietro

Light Italic 70 pt

Regular 70 pt

Regular Italic 70 pt
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Medium 70 pt

Michael George Campbell

Jasmine Mary Joseph

Roy Timothy McPherson

Lawrence Boris Simon

Medium Italic 70 pt

SemiBold 70 pt

SemiBold Italic 70 pt
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Bold 70 pt

Oscar James Gibson

Linda Susan Boreman
Bold Italic 70 pt
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90 pt

48 pt

Light 150 pt

Michael Cacoyannis

Urbanism

TRANSACTIONS TO BE REPORTED  
Probably the most common method
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8 pt

10 pt

12 pt

30 pt

20 pt

Light 45 pt

Unprecedented resource
She looks like a blogger

The 2016 UCI Europe Tour was the twelfth season of 
the UCI Europe Tour. The 2016 season began on 28 
January 2016 with the Trofeo Santanyí-Ses Salines-
Campos and ended on 23 October 2016.

MAY EXIST ON EXOPLANET MOONS
A mistake that cost $3,546 a year
Types of semiconductor materials

There are thousands of different typefaces in existence, with new ones being developed 
constantly. The art and craft of designing typefaces is called type design. Designers 
of typefaces are called type designers and are often employed by type foundries. 
In desktop publishing, type designers are sometimes also called font developers or 
font designers. Every typeface is a collection of glyphs, each of which represents an 
individual letter, number, punctuation mark, or other symbol. There are typefaces 
tailored for special applications, such as cartography, astrology or mathematics. As the 
range of typeface designs increased and requirements of publishers broadened over 
the centuries, fonts of specific weight and stylistic variants have led to font families.

There are thousands of different typefaces in existence, with new 
ones being developed constantly. The art and craft of designing 
typefaces is called type design. Designers of typefaces are called 
type designers and are often employed by type foundries. In desktop 
publishing, type designers are sometimes also called font developers 
or font designers. Every typeface is a collection of glyphs, each of 
which represents an individual letter, number, punctuation mark, or 
other symbol. There are typefaces tailored for special applications.

There are thousands of different typefaces in existence, 
with new ones being developed constantly. The art 
and craft of designing typefaces is called type design. 
Designers of typefaces are called type designers and are 
often employed by type foundries. In desktop publishing, 
type designers are sometimes also called font developers. 
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90 pt

48 pt

Light Italic 150 pt

Jeremy Davidson

Monarchism

NEED AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH 
New technical skills for new people
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8 pt

10 pt

12 pt

30 pt

20 pt

Light Italic 45 pt

Was between 1975-1983
Kind of body you want

Aamir Raza Husain is an Indian theatre actor and 
director, noted for his large outdoor stage productions 
like The fifty day war, 2000, based on the Kargil and 
the legend of Ram, 2004, based on the epic Ramayana.

ULTIMATE TAX SERVICE PROVIDER 
Making statements of its revenues
Career with interesting recurrences

There are thousands of different typefaces in existence, with new ones being developed 
constantly. The art and craft of designing typefaces is called type design. Designers 
of typefaces are called type designers and are often employed by type foundries. 
In desktop publishing, type designers are sometimes also called font developers or 
font designers. Every typeface is a collection of glyphs, each of which represents an 
individual letter, number, punctuation mark, or other symbol. There are typefaces 
tailored for special applications, such as cartography, astrology or mathematics. As the 
range of typeface designs increased and requirements of publishers broadened over the 
centuries, fonts of specific weight and stylistic variants have led to font families.

There are thousands of different typefaces in existence, with new ones 
being developed constantly. The art and craft of designing typefaces 
is called type design. Designers of typefaces are called type designers 
and are often employed by type foundries. In desktop publishing, type 
designers are sometimes also called font developers or font designers. 
Every typeface is a collection of glyphs, each of which represents an 
individual letter, number, punctuation mark, or other symbol. There 
are typefaces tailored for special applications.

There are thousands of different typefaces in existence, 
with new ones being developed constantly. The art 
and craft of designing typefaces is called type design. 
Designers of typefaces are called type designers and are 
often employed by type foundries. In desktop publishing, 
type designers are sometimes also called font developers. 
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90 pt

48 pt

Regular 150 pt

Florence Eldridge

Chromatics

INVOLVING AUDIT PRICE INDEXES  
They wanted to explain a mystery
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8 pt

10 pt

12 pt

30 pt

20 pt

Regular 45 pt

Thousands of blue cars
25 days to share friends

With Stoke’s achievements last season they found 
themselves back in the First Division for the first time 
since 707, however it would prove to be a short stay.
In their opening eight matches, Stoke won.

THE YOUNGER OF TWIN BOYS
Are designers and typographers
Ac differently in certain situations

There are thousands of different typefaces in existence, with new ones being developed 
constantly. The art and craft of designing typefaces is called type design. Designers 
of typefaces are called type designers and are often employed by type foundries. 
In desktop publishing, type designers are sometimes also called font developers or 
font designers. Every typeface is a collection of glyphs, each of which represents an 
individual letter, number, punctuation mark, or other symbol. There are typefaces 
tailored for special applications, such as cartography, astrology or mathematics. As the 
range of typeface designs increased and requirements of publishers broadened over 
the centuries, fonts of specific weight and stylistic variants have led to font families.

There are thousands of different typefaces in existence, with new 
ones being developed constantly. The art and craft of designing 
typefaces is called type design. Designers of typefaces are called 
type designers and are often employed by type foundries. In desktop 
publishing, type designers are sometimes also called font developers 
or font designers. Every typeface is a collection of glyphs, each of 
which represents an individual letter, number, punctuation mark, or 
other symbol. There are typefaces tailored for special applications.

There are thousands of different typefaces in existence, 
with new ones being developed constantly. The art 
and craft of designing typefaces is called type design. 
Designers of typefaces are called type designers and are 
often employed by type foundries. In desktop publishing, 
type designers are sometimes also called font developers. 
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90 pt

48 pt

Regular Italic 150 pt

Romaine Fielding 

Government

PROJECT NUMBERS AND TESTS 
Which is the last one coming today
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8 pt

10 pt

12 pt

30 pt

20 pt

Regular Italic 45 pt

Same economy show 
Founder and president

Dedication and everlasting love to animals rescue 
is an animal welfare organization based in Acton, 
California, USA. With two hospitals and 150 acres of 
sanctuaries, it is the largest no kill.

MORE BEAUTIFUL SKIN IN 14 DAYS
Discover Cleveland institute of art
Learn before you make the jump

There are thousands of different typefaces in existence, with new ones being developed 
constantly. The art and craft of designing typefaces is called type design. Designers 
of typefaces are called type designers and are often employed by type foundries. 
In desktop publishing, type designers are sometimes also called font developers or 
font designers. Every typeface is a collection of glyphs, each of which represents an 
individual letter, number, punctuation mark, or other symbol. There are typefaces 
tailored for special applications, such as cartography, astrology or mathematics. As the 
range of typeface designs increased and requirements of publishers broadened over the 
centuries, fonts of specific weight and stylistic variants have led to font families.

There are thousands of different typefaces in existence, with new ones 
being developed constantly. The art and craft of designing typefaces 
is called type design. Designers of typefaces are called type designers 
and are often employed by type foundries. In desktop publishing, type 
designers are sometimes also called font developers or font designers. 
Every typeface is a collection of glyphs, each of which represents an 
individual letter, number, punctuation mark, or other symbol. There 
are typefaces tailored for special applications.

There are thousands of different typefaces in existence, 
with new ones being developed constantly. The art 
and craft of designing typefaces is called type design. 
Designers of typefaces are called type designers and are 
often employed by type foundries. In desktop publishing, 
type designers are sometimes also called font developers. 
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90 pt

48 pt

Medium 150 pt

Samuel Goldwyn

Biomarkers

VERY ILLUSTRATIVE TYPOGRAPHY  
That film is so beautiful and so pure
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8 pt

10 pt

12 pt

30 pt

20 pt

Medium 45 pt

Look wiser in 24 hours
He is the star salesman

Hollywood is a song recorded by American singer 
Madonna. The song was written and produced by her 
and Mirwais Ahmadzaï for her ninth studio album, 
American Life, released on July 14, 2003.

EARN MORE THAN €45,000 A YEAR
Chronology of all of the iterations
Where he lived during his lifetime

There are thousands of different typefaces in existence, with new ones being developed 
constantly. The art and craft of designing typefaces is called type design. Designers 
of typefaces are called type designers and are often employed by type foundries. 
In desktop publishing, type designers are sometimes also called font developers or 
font designers. Every typeface is a collection of glyphs, each of which represents an 
individual letter, number, punctuation mark, or other symbol. There are typefaces 
tailored for special applications, such as cartography, astrology or mathematics. As the 
range of typeface designs increased and requirements of publishers broadened over 
the centuries, fonts of specific weight and stylistic variants have led to font families.

There are thousands of different typefaces in existence, with new 
ones being developed constantly. The art and craft of designing 
typefaces is called type design. Designers of typefaces are called 
type designers and are often employed by type foundries. In desktop 
publishing, type designers are sometimes also called font developers 
or font designers. Every typeface is a collection of glyphs, each of 
which represents an individual letter, number, punctuation mark, or 
other symbol. There are typefaces tailored for special applications.

There are thousands of different typefaces in existence, 
with new ones being developed constantly. The art 
and craft of designing typefaces is called type design. 
Designers of typefaces are called type designers and are 
often employed by type foundries. In desktop publishing, 
type designers are sometimes also called font developers. 
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90 pt

48 pt

Medium Italic 150 pt

Frances Howard

Protection

EXTENSIVE ARCHIVE OF HIS WORK 
We all are not able to understand it
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8 pt

10 pt

12 pt

30 pt

20 pt

Medium Italic 45 pt

Best team of the season
What makes life so hard

Price indices have several potential uses. For any 
particularly broad indices, the index can be said to 
measure the economy’s general price level or a cost of 
living. More narrow price indices can help producers.

EXPECTED TO CONTRIBUTE $172 M
Make money in the stocks market
The experience is actually pleasant

There are thousands of different typefaces in existence, with new ones being developed 
constantly. The art and craft of designing typefaces is called type design. Designers 
of typefaces are called type designers and are often employed by type foundries. 
In desktop publishing, type designers are sometimes also called font developers or 
font designers. Every typeface is a collection of glyphs, each of which represents an 
individual letter, number, punctuation mark, or other symbol. There are typefaces 
tailored for special applications, such as cartography, astrology or mathematics. As the 
range of typeface designs increased and requirements of publishers broadened over 
the centuries, fonts of specific weight and stylistic variants have led to font families.

There are thousands of different typefaces in existence, with new 
ones being developed constantly. The art and craft of designing 
typefaces is called type design. Designers of typefaces are called 
type designers and are often employed by type foundries. In desktop 
publishing, type designers are sometimes also called font developers 
or font designers. Every typeface is a collection of glyphs, each of 
which represents an individual letter, number, punctuation mark, or 
other symbol. There are typefaces tailored for special applications.

There are thousands of different typefaces in existence, 
with new ones being developed constantly. The art 
and craft of designing typefaces is called type design. 
Designers of typefaces are called type designers and are 
often employed by type foundries. In desktop publishing, 
type designers are sometimes also called font developers. 
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90 pt

48 pt

SemiBold 150 pt

Margaret Illington 

Riversides

EDITORIAL ADVERTISING DESIGN 
Digital techniques are helpful today
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8 pt

10 pt

12 pt

30 pt

20 pt

SemiBold 45 pt

Contracultural media
Top 10 pics of the week

The business cycle, also known as the economic 
cycle or trade cycle, is the downward and upward 
movement of gross domestic product around its long 
term growth trend. The length of a business the cycle.

WORLD BANK FOUNDED IN 2012
Majority of businesses travelers
Player who makes the first pass

There are thousands of different typefaces in existence, with new ones being developed 
constantly. The art and craft of designing typefaces is called type design. Designers 
of typefaces are called type designers and are often employed by type foundries. 
In desktop publishing, type designers are sometimes also called font developers or 
font designers. Every typeface is a collection of glyphs, each of which represents an 
individual letter, number, punctuation mark, or other symbol. There are typefaces 
tailored for special applications, such as cartography, astrology or mathematics. As the 
range of typeface designs increased and requirements of publishers broadened over 
the centuries, fonts of specific weight and stylistic variants have led to font families.

There are thousands of different typefaces in existence, with new 
ones being developed constantly. The art and craft of designing 
typefaces is called type design. Designers of typefaces are called 
type designers and are often employed by type foundries. In desktop 
publishing, type designers are sometimes also called font developers 
or font designers. Every typeface is a collection of glyphs, each of 
which represents an individual letter, number, punctuation mark, or 
other symbol. There are typefaces tailored for special applications.

There are thousands of different typefaces in existence, 
with new ones being developed constantly. The art 
and craft of designing typefaces is called type design. 
Designers of typefaces are called type designers and are 
often employed by type foundries. In desktop publishing, 
type designers are sometimes also called font developers. 
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90 pt

48 pt

SemiBold Italic 150 pt

Vivienne Osborne 

Sketchbook

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC BY DECEMBER 
Digital electronic circuits needed
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8 pt

10 pt

12 pt

30 pt

20 pt

SemiBold Italic 45 pt

The middle of the field
A census taken in 1928

An economic bubble or asset bubble, is a situation in 
which asset prices appear to be based on implausible 
or inconsistent views about the future. It could also be 
described as trade in an asset at a price or price range.

MORE BOOKS AND MAGAZINES
Shared an apartment with artists
A former stable house built in 1899

There are thousands of different typefaces in existence, with new ones being developed 
constantly. The art and craft of designing typefaces is called type design. Designers 
of typefaces are called type designers and are often employed by type foundries. 
In desktop publishing, type designers are sometimes also called font developers or 
font designers. Every typeface is a collection of glyphs, each of which represents an 
individual letter, number, punctuation mark, or other symbol. There are typefaces 
tailored for special applications, such as cartography, astrology or mathematics. As the 
range of typeface designs increased and requirements of publishers broadened over 
the centuries, fonts of specific weight and stylistic variants have led to font families.

There are thousands of different typefaces in existence, with new 
ones being developed constantly. The art and craft of designing 
typefaces is called type design. Designers of typefaces are called 
type designers and are often employed by type foundries. In desktop 
publishing, type designers are sometimes also called font developers 
or font designers. Every typeface is a collection of glyphs, each of 
which represents an individual letter, number, punctuation mark, or 
other symbol. There are typefaces tailored for special applications.

There are thousands of different typefaces in existence, 
with new ones being developed constantly. The art 
and craft of designing typefaces is called type design. 
Designers of typefaces are called type designers and are 
often employed by type foundries. In desktop publishing, 
type designers are sometimes also called font developers. 
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90 pt

48 pt

Bold 150 pt

Elisabeth Andersen

Characters

STORIES FROM COLLABORATORS 
An archive that surprise and delight
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8 pt

10 pt

12 pt

30 pt

20 pt

Bold 45 pt

More than 324 species
Winner of truck racing

Risk management is the identification, evaluation, 
and prioritization of risks followed by coordinated 
and economical application of resources to minimize, 
monitor, and control the probability.

INTERNATIONAL SPACE STATIONS
Focus too much on specific maps
It happened once in a blue moon

There are thousands of different typefaces in existence, with new ones being 
developed constantly. The art and craft of designing typefaces is called type design. 
Designers of typefaces are called type designers and are often employed by type 
foundries. In desktop publishing, type designers are sometimes also called font 
developers or font designers. Every typeface is a collection of glyphs, each of which 
represents an individual letter, number, punctuation mark, or other symbol. There 
are typefaces tailored for special applications, such as cartography, astrology or 
mathematics. As the range of typeface designs increased and requirements of 
publishers broadened over the centuries, fonts of specific weight and variants.

There are thousands of different typefaces in existence, with new 
ones being developed constantly. The art and craft of designing 
typefaces is called type design. Designers of typefaces are called 
type designers and are often employed by type foundries. In desktop 
publishing, type designers are sometimes also called font developers 
or font designers. Every typeface is a collection of glyphs, each of 
which represents an individual letter, number, punctuation mark, or 
other symbol. There are typefaces tailored for special applications.

There are thousands of different typefaces in existence, 
with new ones being developed constantly. The art 
and craft of designing typefaces is called type design. 
Designers of typefaces are called type designers and are 
often employed by type foundries. In desktop publishing, 
type designers are sometimes also called font developers.
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90 pt

48 pt

Bold Italic 150 pt

Michael Barrymore 

Badminton

IS THE TOAST OF THE TOWN TODAY  
Can a website help you beat jet lag?
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10 pt
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Bold Italic 45 pt

There are thousands of different typefaces in existence, with new ones being developed 
constantly. The art and craft of designing typefaces is called type design. Designers 
of typefaces are called type designers and are often employed by type foundries. 
In desktop publishing, type designers are sometimes also called font developers or 
font designers. Every typeface is a collection of glyphs, each of which represents an 
individual letter, number, punctuation mark, or other symbol. There are typefaces 
tailored for special applications, such as cartography, astrology or mathematics. As the 
range of typeface designs increased and requirements of publishers broadened over 
the centuries, fonts of specific weight and stylistic variants have led to font families.

There are thousands of different typefaces in existence, with new 
ones being developed constantly. The art and craft of designing 
typefaces is called type design. Designers of typefaces are called 
type designers and are often employed by type foundries. In desktop 
publishing, type designers are sometimes also called font developers 
or font designers. Every typeface is a collection of glyphs, each of 
which represents an individual letter, number, punctuation mark, or 
other symbol. There are typefaces tailored for special applications.

There are thousands of different typefaces in existence, 
with new ones being developed constantly. The art 
and craft of designing typefaces is called type design. 
Designers of typefaces are called type designers and are 
often employed by type foundries. In desktop publishing, 
type designers are sometimes also called font developers.

New global companies 
More than £52 trillion

The knowledge economy is the use of knowledge to 
create goods and services. In particular, it refers to a 
high portion of skilled workers in the economy of a 
locality, country, or the world.

DEVELOPING WORLD’S ECONOMIES
Some robots are in development
He is not expected to play Monday
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Complete character set Regular 24 pt

Diacritics

Alternate characters     Ligatures

Miscellaneous

Fractions

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 0123456789
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About the font

Afrikaans, Albanian, Basque, Bosnian, Bulgarian, Catalan, Croatian, Czech, 
Danish, Dutch, English, Esperanto, Estonian, Filipino, Finnish, French, 
Galician, German, Hungarian, Icelandic, Indonesian, Irish, Italian, Javanese, 
Kurdish, Latin, Latvian, Lithuanian, Malay, Maltese, Moldovan, Norwegian, 
Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Scottish Gaelic, Serbian, Slovak, Slovenian, 
Somali, Spanish, Suahili, Swedish, Tagalog, Turkish, Welsh, Zulu & more.

Licenses Info 

Languages

Desktop For use on a desktop computer. Including the most common uses, 
both personal and commerical, for use in desktop applications such as Adobe 
Photoshop, Adobe InDesign and Microsoft Office. Desktop licenses are based 
on the number of computers in which the font will be installed.

Webfont For a website or web application. A webfont license allows to embed 
the font into a website, so that it can be displayed on any browser. The license 
is based on a monthly pageview allowance for the webfonts. One time fee, this 
license does not need to be renewed if the site remain within that monthly 
pageviews.

ePub For use on an electronic publication. The license allows to embed 
the font in an electronic publication such as digital books, magazines, 
newspapers. An ePub license is based on the number of publications in which 
the font is used and each issue counts as a separate publication.

App For a mobile app for iOS, Android or Windows Phone, the license allows to 
embed the font in the mobile application’s code. Licenses are purchased based 
on the total number of different apps created.

Server For use on sites, web apps, or services that allow a non-licensed user to 
utilize the font to create a personalized product. This license is valid for one 
year and is renewed each year that the font remains in use. A font downloaded 
with this license cannot be used in Software as a Service.

Ciutadella Slab is the ’serif’ counterpart of the popular Ciutadella font. The 
former alternate characters like ‘a’, ‘t’ and ‘&’ are now the default ones (and 
the former default characters are now the alternates), giving way for a 
typeface more suitable for texts. Thus, the new Ciutadella Slab is not only a 
great headline family, it will also work in texts of intermediate length and 
size. Especially appropriate for magazines, brochures or branding. This new 
addition provides even more versatility to the family started with Ciutadella 
and Ciutadella Rounded.

Original release date
February 2016

10 styles
Light, Light Italic, Regular, Regular 
Italic, Medium, Medium Italic, 
SemiBold, SemiBold Italic, Bold and 
Bold Italic

Desktop formats
OpenType (OTF)

Web formats
Embedded OpenType (EOT) 
TrueType web (TTF) 
Web Open Font (WOFF) 
Web Open Font 2 (WOFF2)
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